Roll Up Solar Shades Measuring and Installation Instructions
How to Measure
Inside Mount
Width - if mounting the shade inside the window frame, simply measure the width at the top, where you intend
to mount the shade. Measure the width from the left to the right side and record this number as the Width.
Height - if mounting the shade inside the window frame, simply measure the height from the top of the inside of
the window frame down to the window sill. Record this number as the Height.

Outside Mount
Width - if mounting the shade on the outside of the window frame, measure the window frame opening from left
to right and add 6 total inches. This will allow the shade to extend 3 inches on each side. Record this number
as the Width.
Height - if mounting the shade outside the window frame, simply measure the height from the top of the inside
of the window frame down to the window sill and add 6 inches. This will allow enough room for the shade to
mount above the window. Record this number as the Height.

How to Install
Installation Instructions (refer to graphic below)
1. Using 2 of the screws provided, mount the Clutch Bracket on the chain side.
2. Mount the End Plug Bracket at the same height on the opposite side.
3. With the shade rolled up and the chain pointing down, slip the Clutch onto the Blade of the Clutch
Bracket.
4. On the other side of the shade, slip the Lug of the End Plug into the V of the End Plug Bracket.
5. Rotate the Retainer Arm over the top of the Lug to lock the shade in place.

Valance Installation (optional)
The following instructions apply only if you purchased a Valance. The Valance comes with slightly different
Brackets. They work the same way as the Brackets above, but are shaped differently so you can clip the
valance directly to the Brackets.
1. Follow the instructions above to mount the Brackets to your window and install the shade onto the
Brackets.
2. With the cutout end of the Valance on the same end as the Chain, clip the top part of the Valance onto
the top of both Brackets. Push it fully in to place by clipping the bottom front part of the Valance into the
bottom front part of each Bracket.

Cord/Chain Keeper Installation (Required)
WARNING! It’s important to properly install the Cord Keeper to keep tension on the Chain and help avoid
injury or death to children.

1. Let the Shade Chain hang freely to determine the proper place to mount the Cord Keeper. The Cord
Keeper should be mounted in a position that allows the Shade Chain to just barely hang freely without
putting any extra tension on the Shade Chain.
2. Slip the Chain onto the U-shaped part of the Cord Keeper.
3. With the Chain inside the U-shaped part of the Cord Keeper, squeeze the open ends of the U-shape
together and push through the front of the Cord Keeper until they click in place.
4. Mount the Cord Keeper to the window frame using the 2 screws provided.

